
41r. Joseph Traphagen 	 4/22/93 4975 Surrey Ln 
Liverpool, NY 13088-4729 
Dear Mr. Traphagen, 

4 80 and in impaired health I cannot really take time for extensive corresphndence 
and you letter of the 19 can be taken as evidence that the time iitake to try and 
let people see that they have had their mind and their capabolity to think captured by 
therattractive and exciting assassination conspiracy theories is sometimes entirely 
wasted. 

You begin by telling me how moved you were 1y what I said on a TV show and then i 1 	 ,....- after I explained, to use/what you quote "the
4 041
,. myc tidnking had been 'corrupted' by" 

these theories you deny that and say that rather these nutty and very corrupting theories 
are only "a comion sense...method of invAeigationg ?.(4 explore all possibi'ities...." / BULLSEIT4 YOU REFUSE TaTRINK, MO 

You as ve to respond to five questions that pa,jou say are "intriguirr  and dome 
froufece developments." 

Of these five you say are "recent" one 5 	ion, what Hoffman and ArVad said are 
not at all new and while I have some questions about some of them are not mitt . The 

leiOa other$ 	entirely the bullshit I was cautioning you again and you repeat o to 
tpll me all over again, showing that what I wrote you made no difference at all. 

Which is to say that I wasted my time. 
You refer to complete fabrications in books of exploitation and commercialization 

as unquestioned truth when with all oI these matters you should have been asking yourself 
questions. This mean you want ty

1
ccept them and believe them. 

My books hold and come from no theories. If you want to'know the fact about the 
JFK ssassination to the degree we have leiljrned it and that of what we have learned I 
have been able to publisA it is available, it is in those books. 

I am sorry I cannot take more time for such correspondence. You are, 4ssure you, 
deceiving youreelf because you/mind has been capture by those who invent these theories 
as a substitute for fact and for other purposes I ad deplore. 

All of my vo 	ill be a permanent free archive at local Hood College. 
Sincere (/7 
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